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EU Climate pledge: “road to ruin based on failed 

science and fraudulent data” 
● “A dodgy fiscal stimulus to back dodgy regimes” 
● Met Office/UN (& Climate Groups) challenged to make - & bet on! - temp forecasts 
based on satellite data not ‘untrustworthy’  data from CRU (Univ East Anglia UK) 

● Climate Challenge scientists to call Gordon Brown’ s bluff.  
 

Scientists today (Dec11) attacked the EU climate pledge (ref 1) as a ‘road to ruin based on failed 
science and fraudulent data (ref 3)’  and issued direct challenges to the Met Office and Gordon 
Brown to rely on evidence based science and policy not on a new green quasi-religion.  
 

Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction long 
range weather and climate forecasters – himself just 
back from a the Copenhagen Climate Challenge (ref 2) 
meeting of ‘Climate Realist’ scientists said: 
 

“The 7.2bnEuros (£6.5bn; $10.6bn) climate 
change handout is economic nonsense based on 
failed science and fraudulent data (ref3). It is the 
road to ruin to hand these billions to regimes of 
questionable democratic record who hold up their 
begging bowls for climate change support and spend 
it on their own administration - including military - 
and then as part of the deal give some back to the 
UK and EU for stupid green technology such as wind farms and solar panels.  The handouts cost us money and jobs 
and the consequent £half billion cuts in UK spending such as on transport and education which partly comes back as 
fiscal stimulus to construct green nonsense is daft.  The UK and EU does not need this, we need real jobs and the 
population of the developing world needs real aid – clean water, cheap (coal based) electricity and to fight malaria.  
The handouts to forested developing countries to ‘preserve’ forests are another con. Their rulers will just claim they 
are going to destroy less forest than they would have but do the same and grab the handout.   
Will the EU adopt a new anti-crime policy to pay would-be burglars to reduce their amount of burglary?!  
Lets get real and have honest policies to defend biodiversity such as sanctions against such countries for destruction 
of biodiverse forests and an embargo on products from their destruction.  These forests must be defended for 
their own sake and the true facts should be known: (i) mature forests do not reduce CO2; they absorb and emit 
(when trees die) the same amount; (ii) CO2 is not a pollutant it is good and more of it makes all agriculture more 
productive and forests more abundant. The green fiscal stimulus is nonsense.  
- Low carbon jobs and carbon trading is costing the public billions and will achieve nothing.  
- It is causing food prices to rise through the burning of food as biofuels instead of selling it as food and this has 

caused food riots, starvation and means suffering and increased death-rates of children in developing countries.  
- The carbon bubble of false value is being created by ‘green bankers’ to replace the burst property bubble of false 

value, and it too will burst. 
 

Challenge to Met Office/UN forecast that 2010 ‘could be the warmest on record’   
Mr Corbyn said “This (ref4) is brazen political propaganda to boost the chances of a political deal at Copenhagen.    
It is based on failed computer models which have no scientific basis and have a track record of complete failure.  
ALL the UN/IPCC etc forecast for ongoing warming since 2000 have failed (ref5) and the UK Met Office’s own forecasts for 
the summers of 2007, 08 and 09 and the winter of 08/9 scored zero success out of 4. They could not have been more wrong 
(ref6). Why should anyone believe them now? On the other hand, the WeatherAction long range forecasts for the same 
periods based on solar activity scored 4/4 (ref6). Of course the Met Office making a forecast to be tested against untrustworthy 
(‘fraudulent’) data from the CRU/UEA (which MO said they were checking or have we misunderstood?!) is absurd.   / over 



MUST SEE! Russia TV debate on ClimateGate PiersCorbyn vs 

Aleksey Kokorin, the Climate Program Coordinator forWWF in Russia.: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anHuOAXIl0M   and  
http://www.climatedepot.com/a/4077/UK-Scientist-Case-for-climate-
fears-is-blown-to-smithereenswhole-theory-should-be-destroyed-
and-discarded-and-UN-conference-should-be-closed  
 

We challenge: 

(i) The Met Office to test their forecast against satellite data (which was the same as the CRU data in 1998 - the 
recent peak of world temperatures - but is now running at least 0.3deg C lower (ref7) a gap which is equal to half the 
claimed rise since the 1970s! 
(ii) They offer public bets that world temperatures (satellite measured) will be higher or the same as 1998 in 
(a)2010, (b)2011, (c)2012, (d)2013… etc for 100 years.  We say they will be lower. 
(iii) ANY Groups such as Climate Chaos, Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth - who should welcome the 
opportunity to put their money where there mouths are - to bet against us on these climate claims. (see also ref9). 

Science Challenge - “Gordon – Convince us!” 
On Dec 5th Gordon Brown denounced Climate Realists who question the man-made global warming theory as ‘Flat-
Earthers’ and stated to the misguided demonstrators for action against climate change whom he invited into 10 Downing 
Street that  “We (GB and the Climate Chaos Group there one presumes) have got to show them (‘Flat –Earthers’) that 
the scientific evidence is strong” Piers said he and a number of other qualified scientists (‘Flat Earthers’) such as UK 
signatories of the Copenhagen Climate Challenge to the UN (ref2) are going to formally write to Gordon Brown to 
welcome his offer and attend any presentation he organizes intended to convince us – which we suggest be held in 
public.  “Meanwhile we request Gordon looks at the existing refutations by qualified experts of the theory of man-
made climate change spelt out in the Copenhagen Climate Challenge (ref2) and at WeatherAction’s conference on Oct 
28th (ref8) at Imperial College to which Global Warmers refused to attend to justify their case to scientists”.  
 

1) http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/8407112.stm  
2) http://www.copenhagenclimatechallenge.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=62:causes-of-climate-change-not-settled-

scientists&catid=1:latest-newspp  
3) Marc Sheppard (eg) of American Thinker shows in detail how the CRU (Climate Research Unit at University of East Anglia) data ‘is fraud’ in a number of 

respects, how it has hidden a number of real changes such as the Medeival warm period and Little Ice Age - 
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=4571&linkbox=true&position=4 and overstates recent ‘surface measurements’ due to (eg) reliance on unreliable 
urban stations which do not pass official siting criteria - 
http://www.copenhagenclimatechallenge.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=59&Itemid=55  

4) http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/corporate/pressoffice/2009/pr20091210b.html 
5) http://www.copenhagenclimatechallenge.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=51&Itemid=55  
6) http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=66&c=1 
7) See p1 graph = page 2 of http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews09No93.pdf  
8) See presentations by Peter Gill, Hans Schreuder, Prof Philip Hutchinson, Dr David Bellamy & Piers Corbyn at WeatherAction’s conference in Imperial 

College London Oct 28th http://www.weatheraction.com/pages/pv.asp?p=wact3&fsize=0 & see Presentations in WANews No80, 81, 82, and 83. 
9)  WeatherAction are now even more confident of our forecasted continuing general decline in world (satellite measured) temperatures – staying colder than 

now for at least 100 yrs and expect an even colder world than we first suggested. See - WeatherAction World Climate Forecast for next 100 years Film  Jun 
09 = http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VakA4-qAuWE  World cooling has set in…. http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3307&linkbox=true  

 

Time to Choose  
The world public, delegates and onlookers to the 
Copenhagen Climate summit must choose if 
they want to continue with politically driven 
failed science which has become a dangerous 
new religion and burden to world development; 
or support evidence-based science and public 
policy, and Climate Realism. That opens the way to apply solar-
based science of long range Weather Extreme Forecasting And 
Defence (WEXFAD) to defend the world from predictable extreme 
weather events. 

It’s time for honest green campaigners to get off the Titanic of 
Climate Change hype while they can, and stand tall themselves to 
preserve bio-diversity, rain-forests & defend nature's hosts of 
treasures for their own sake. If honest greens don’t jump ship now they and what they thought they stood for will get 
dragged down by the gathering world wave of revulsion against everything seen as ‘green’, self-serving ‘science’, state 
handouts to environmental scams and all things dear to the chattering classes.  

Support evidence-based Science and Public Policy! –  

No to any DEAL in Copenhagen!  

SIGN the Downing St Petition! http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/UEACRU/ 
'We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to suspend the Climate Research Unit at the University of East Anglia from preparation of 
any Government Climate Statistics until the  various allegations have been fully investigated by an independent body.'  

The link is easy to use  It Emails you back for 'signature' confirmation. Please sign & forward to someone else to sign.  
Then ask your MP to sign too and Oppose any Copenha gen Deal  (*only British subjects; other countries have other petitions). 

ClimateGate Revelation File  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cu_ok37HDuE&feature=player_embedded  

Weather Forecast for Copenhagen!  
30th November 2009 WeatherAction News No 91 = ClimateGate1 = 
http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews09No91.pdf  

WeatherAction releases free long range forecast for 
Copenhagen - Climate summit to be hit by blustery deluges, 
probably turning to snow or blizzards & icy blasts in the 
region at times - espec heavy when President Obama visits. 


